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Improve OR Communications, Cut Costs, and Promote
Patient Safety with Collaborative OR Software

Problem/Issue: Today’s increased emphasis on
operating room (OR) cost-effectiveness is forcing
hospitals to be far more efficient in how they schedule
and perform surgeries. This requires timely, up-to-theminute communications between surgeons, hospital
administrators, sterilization departments, and vendors
so that everything is available at the time of the
surgery.
Communications between these parties is only
available through phone, fax, email, paper, and
whiteboard. This outdated system requires multiple
communications to confirm that each party knows what
is needed of them before the surgery.
Approach: Online collaborative OR software is
designed to make this process fast, accurate, and
efficient, with much less staff time required.
Each party can log into a shared online database to
see the date and nature of the surgery, implants
needed, sterilization requirements, and other data.
Details of the process are stored for later analysis and
research. Patient privacy and security are preserved
throughout the process and are in compliance with
HIPAA and HITECH requirements.
Conclusions: Collaborative OR software improves
communication flow, increases safety, improves
sterilization lead time, provides immediate access to
patient records and implements accountability.
This type of system also consolidates data for
tracking of implants and outcomes, regulatory
compliance, efficiency analysis, quality control,
reduced errors, and improved inventory management
and ordering.
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W

e live in an era where controlling and reducing
hospital expenses are critical. Across the U.S.,
hospitals are seeking ways to improve efficiency and
lower costs while delivering the best care possible to
their patients. This is especially true in the operating
room (OR) setting, where demands are increasing each
year as the population ages.
All health care data must now be compliant with the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) of 1996, which (1) protects the privacy of
individual health information, and (2) sets national
standards for the security of electronic health
information
And in 2009, the Health Information Technology
for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, a
component of the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009, came into effect.
Under HITECH, business associates must now employ
the same privacy and security measures for patient
records as any entity covered by HIPAA.
It’s difficult to balance these three imperatives all at
once: to control costs, to maintain OR efficiency, and
to comply with increasing regulations.

OR Scheduling and Records
Management is Inefficient
Despite this drive towards increased efficiency and
data security, surgical OR scheduling systems have not
kept up and currently lack compliance set forth by
HIPPA and the HITECH act.
OR schedules are still largely maintained by hand,
using some combination of handwritten notes, white
board, fax and email. Entries are commonly done by
office staff who lack detailed knowledge of surgical
procedures and are not in compliance.
Yet these manual entries form the basis for critical
communications between hospital administration
departments, surgeons, nurses, vendors, sterilization
personnel, and anyone else involved in the planning
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andd execution of surgical surgeries whhere medicall
devvices are usedd.
This outdateed system has
h
a high potential forr
incrreased costs, errors, and delays. Thiss inefficiencyy
cann be measureed in terms of
o (1) excesssive financiall
outtlays, (2) wasste of professional and sttaff time andd
addded work stress, and (3) lack of accounttability in thee
OR
R preparation process, especially in thee sterilizationn
of surgical
s
equippment.

(1) Excessiive Costs
Shippert repoorted that tim
me in the OR
R costs aboutt
$622 per minute, not including
g anesthesia fees.
fe 1 So eachh
minnute of delay over a week--long period can
c add up too
a siignificant cosst. With the new
n “pay for performance”
p
”
model being im
mplemented by the heallth insurancee
inddustry, hospittals need to
o emphasize quality andd
effiiciency in thhe OR.2 Sccheduling effficiency is a
corrnerstone off this appro
oach. Yet current OR
R
schheduling methhods are highlly inefficient.

( Wasted Staff
(2)
S
Time
In a Scanndinavian study, “operration room
m
effiiciency” was defined by OR nurses as “knowingg
whaat needs to be done and being
b
able to do it withoutt
obsstacles” and indicated
i
to be
b closely linnked with jobb
satiisfaction.3 OR
O efficiency
y is dependeent on clear,,
unaambiguous communicatio
c
on and scheeduling. Yett
com
mmunication systems cu
urrently in place oftenn
reqquire staff to spend
s
inordin
nate time to make
m
sure thatt
eveerything is in place before a surgical proocedure. Thiss
wasstes valuable staff time and
d creates unneeeded stress.

(3)) Lack of Acccountability
Sterile proceessing is a vital compoonent in thee
surggical preparattion process. When done improperly,
i
itt
riskks patient saffety and incrreases costs. In 2009, thee
Joinnt Commissiion, (formerrly JCAHO) updated itss
possition on steeam sterilizattion and im
mplemented a
survvey to enssure the inttegrity of the process.
Acccountability is
i a key com
mponent of this process. A
com
mprehensive,
accurate,
OR
R
and
timely
com
mmunication system can ensure
e
that thee sterilizationn
proocess compliees with Join
nt Commissioon standards.
Yett current OR comm
munication systems
s
aree
fraggmented, erroor-prone, and slow. These processes aree
com
mpliant with Joint
J
Commisssion, but lack HIPPA andd
HIT
TECH act com
mpliance.

Fiigure 1. The current OR communicatio
c
on process
requuires numerouus communiccations for eveery surgery.

Scenario 1:: Typical Orrthopedic Surgery
Using Currrent Commu
unication Syystems
T followingg is a brief sccenario of hoow surgeries
The
are scheduled inn a typical busy OR seetting using
todayy’s fragmenteed communiccations system
ms.
F
First,
a patiennt visits a surggeon who dettermines the
patieent is a canndidate for surgery that requires a
medical device. The surgeonn’s office theen calls the
a the OR deepartment to
venddor to order thhe implant, and
scheedule the surggery. The OR
R departmennt must then
notiffy the sterilizzation departm
ment about thhe upcoming
surgery, and the sterilization department
d
m
must
call the
venddor to ask whhat trays are needed and when. One
day before the suurgery, the OR
O coordinatoor must call
the vendor
v
to ensuure the implaants will be ready.
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On the day of
o surgery, th
he sterile trayys are sent too
the OR and thhe surgical procedure iss completed.
on records hiss observationss
Durring follow-uup, the surgeo
in the
t patient’s record, but they
t
remain separate
s
from
m
the informationn generated
d by the hospital,
h
thee
sterrilization depaartment, and the vendor.
As shown inn Figure 1, there are att least sevenn
sepparate commuunications required for eachh surgery:
1. Surgeon contacts hosspital OR department too
schhedule the surgery.
or to order thee implant.
2. Surgeon coontacts vendo
3. Vendor contacts
c
surg
geon to confirm implantt
ordder.
ment contactts vendor too
4. Hospital OR departm
enssure implant availability
a
on
n the day of suurgery.
5. Vendor contacts
c
hosspital OR deepartment too
connfirm that the implant will be available.
6. Sterile proocessing depaartment contaacts vendor too
inqquire about thee needed trays.
7. Hospitall OR depaartment conntacts sterilee
proocessing deparrtment to ensu
ure trays are available.
a
In addition, the vendorr usually muust visit thee
phyysician’s offiice before th
he surgery too make suree
eveerything is cooordinated and
d in order.

Su
ummary of Scenario 1
Repeated phhone calls, faaxes, and em
mails are thee
ordder of the dayy, since every
y party is mainntaining theirr
ownn calendars annd synchronizing them maanually. Extraa
effoorts must be taken
t
to ensurre everyone iss on the samee
pagge with respeect to the tim
ming and equiipment needss
for the surgery. Any delay or
o confusion wastes time,,
r
throug
gh to the OR
R, where timee
andd potentially ripples
is especially exxpensive. Ev
very OR hossts numerouss
ng to scheddule multiplee
surggeries everyy day. Tryin
surggeries througgh such an inefficient
i
prrocess wastess
signnificant time, introduces a high marggin for error,,
andd puts patient safety at high
her risk.

A Better Ap
pproach:
A Collaborativee OR System
m
An emergingg genre of so
oftware aims to modernizee
the typical OR scheduling
s
an
nd communiccation system.
Colllaborative OR softwaare providess automatedd
com
mmunicationss and alertt services to all fourr
signnificant playyers in the OR
O process: hospital OR
R
mannagers, surgeons, sterile processing departments,,
andd vendors. Thhis software caan prevent coommunicationn
breakdowns, strreamline OR
R scheduling,, save directt
y, and help comply withh
cossts, promote patient safety
HIP
PAA and HIT
TECH regulattions.
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Figu
ure 2. Comm
munications caan be greatly streamlined
throughh OR collaborative softwarre

Scenaario 2: Typiical Surgeryy
Using Collaborativ
C
e OR Softw
ware
T followingg is a scenaario that show
The
ws how the
scheeduling and preparation off surgical procedures that
can be
b streamlineed using collabborative OR software.
s
F
First,
a patiennt visits a surggeon who dettermines the
patieent is a canndidate for surgery that requires a
medical device. Hospital
H
stafff or physiciann office staff
enterrs the detailss of the surggery into a seecure online
portaal through anyy web browseer. All partiess involved in
the surgery,
s
incluuding the surggeon’s office, the hospital
OR department, the vendorr, and the sterilization
depaartment autoomatically reeceive an alert
a
(SMS
text//email or bothh) about the upcoming suurgery. Each
partyy does what is required of them, enters updates into
the system, andd confirms action requuests when
comppleted. Whennever a changge is made inn the system,
it is immediately available to all
a parties insttantly.
F example, on any giveen day, the hospital
For
h
OR
coorrdinator can log
l in, view the schedulee of surgical
proccedures for thhe coming dayy or two andd ensure that
the vendor
v
has coonfirmed all of them. Thee vendor can
see exactly
e
whatt implants aree needed andd when they
needd to be deliveered to the hospital.
h
The sterilization
depaartment can immediately discern whaat trays are
needded for the OR
R and when thhey should bee delivered.
A
After
the suurgery, if thhe surgeon or hospital
choooses, pertinennt implant datta can be reccorded using
the same
s
system.. Each step of
o the operatiion is easily
traceed, from the first scheduuling entry too discharge.
Thiss informationn is especiallly important in revision
surgery.
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As shown in Figure 2, the collaborative OR system
provides automated and seamless communications
between all parties. There is a remarkable gain in
efficiency. No handwritten notes, white boards, fax,
phone calls or emails are required. Costs are
minimized. Patient safety is assured, and all patient
data is handled and stored in compliance with HIPAA
and HITECH regulations.

Get rid of outdated manual record-keeping and
communications
● Provide a structured data-entry system, using codes
and language familiar to all parties
● Provide a data storage system which can be
accessed for future analyses
● Provide a standardized data storage system
compliant with current regulatory requirements and
easily adaptable to foreseeable requirements in the
future

The Characteristics of an Ideal
Collaborative OR System

Conclusions

Here are the key characteristics of an ideal
collaborative OR system:
● Provides an online portal, easily accessible by all
key personnel
● Alerts are provided through SMS text, email or both
● Supports secure, real-time data storage and retrieval
● Features easy-to-use interface available 24/7 to
physicians, hospital staff and administrators, and
medical vendors
● Automates processes currently done manually
● Allows approved personnel to enter, store, and
access patient data about the surgical process,
beginning from pre-op appointment through
instrument preparation, sterilization, surgery, and
post-op follow-up questionnaires
● Tracks implantable devices and stores patient
feedback
● Enables smooth information flow between OR staff
and vendors while providing a safe, secure
repository of patient information
● Enables patients to track medical devices, recalled
implants, and provide feedback
● All data meets privacy and security requirements of
HIPAA and HITECH
● All patient information is encrypted

Moving to Collaborative OR Software
Here are some necessary steps or best practices in
the process of evolving from today’s inefficient
communication practices to collaborative OR software.
● Provide a single repository of information, easily
accessible online by all participants in the surgical
process

Many ORs in the U.S. currently use a costly,
inefficient, and error-prone process to schedule
surgeries with vendors that supply medical devices.
Many hospitals have a pressing need for a new
approach.
Collaborative OR software provides these benefits:
improved communication flow, increased safety,
improved sterilization lead time, immediate access to
patient records, data consolidation for tracking of
implants and outcomes, regulatory compliance,
efficiency analysis, quality control, reduced errors, and
improved inventory management and ordering.
Fortunately, such a system is available from
UniteOR Inc., a healthcare technology firm co-founded
by a neurosurgeon and a medical device distributor.
To find out more about how to improve OR
communications, cut costs, and promote patient safety
with UniteOR, visit www.UniteOR.com and sign up
for a free 30-day trial.
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About UniiteOR
U
UniteOR,
LLC
C is a healthccare technologgy company
that assists phyysicians, hosppital/surgical staff, and
v
by improving
i
paatient safety
medical device vendors
and quality off care whiile advancinng clinical,
operrational, and financial outcomes. UnniteOR also
provvides value diirectly to patiients by allow
wing them to
trackk their meddical implannts and exppedite their
revissions. UniteO
OR encompasses the expperience and
expeertise of mediical industry veterans whoo recognized
the industry need for a betteer way of handling
h
OR
protoocol.
U
UniteOR
is cuurrently conduucting case sttudies on its
OR collaborativve softwaree system. To obtain
docuuments conceerning these studies,
s
please contact us
via the
t informatioon listed below
w.
U
UniteOR
is a privately-helld fully fundeed company
baseed in Solana Beach, CA.. For more information,
i
visit www.uniteorr.com
UniteOR
U
5 North Higghway 101, Solana Beach, CA 92075
515
T
Telephone
1.8800.465.94077
F 858.603.55322
Fax
innfo@uniteor.com

